
Easily Procure CityBase
Payment Technology 
through NCPA

CityBase is a preferred vendor of the National  Cooperative

Purchasing Alliance (NCPA), helping local U.S. governments

streamline procurement through cooperative purchasing.

What is cooperative purchasing?
Cooperative purchasing uses a lead agent like NCPA to competitively solicit an 

agreement that other entities can leverage, such as a city, county, state, or utility.

By using an existing contract, local  governments and utilities can: 

� Drastically streamline the procurement process

� Benefit from technology contracts available at the most competitive pricing 

� Gain access to cloud-based solutions that are proven in the field and peer-recognized 
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Contract #14-02: 

Cloud-Based SaaS  Solution for  Engagement

and Government Transaction Processing

Lead agent: Region 14 ESC 

Contract terms: August 16, 2021 to July 31, 2024

Categories awarded:

� Multi-channel payments (web, kiosk, POS)

� Content management

� Digital services

Become a member: ncpa.us/register

Learn more by visiting: ncpa.us/vendors/citybase



Want to learn more? Contact sales@thecitybase.com

Who can use NCPA�s contracts?

There are over 90,000 agencies nationwide from 

both public and nonprofit sectors that can use NCPA�s

cooperative purchasing contracts, including:

     �  Federal agencies

     �  Healthcare organizations

     �  Higher education

     �  Local government

     �  Nonprofit organizations

     �  School districts

     �  State agencies

About NCPA
NCPA is a leading national government purchasing cooperative working

to reduce the cost of goods and services by leveraging the purchasing 

power of public agencies in all 50 states.

NCPA�S Solicitation Process

The lead agent issues a 

competitive solicitation for 

a product or service on 

behalf of NCPA and all 

public agencies. 

The solicitation is 

advertised nationally for 

a minimum of 30 days. 

Vendors respond to the 

solicitation with sealed

responses that are recorded

and publicly opened.

The solicitation has language that 

makes the contract accessible nationally 

to public agencies in states with laws 

that allow intergovernmental 

contract use.  
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